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Abstract Recent work in human-robot teaming has demonstrated that when robots build and maintain “shared mental models”, the effectiveness of the whole human-robot team is overall better compared to a baseline with no shared mental models. In this work, we expand on this insight by introducing proactive behaviors in addition to shared mental models to investigate potential further improvements of team performance and task efficiency. We developed a set of proactive robot behaviors that we experimentally compared to baseline “reactive” behaviors, hypothesizing that, combined with shared mental models, robots with these more proactive behaviors will become even more effective teammates. The results from a human subject evaluation showed that proactive robot behaviors improves task efficiency and performance over mere reactive behaviors and objectively lowered human workload as measured by percentage change in the subject’s pupil size.

1 Introduction

Human-robot teams have the potential to improve human lives in numerous areas like search-and-rescue missions, manufacturing, and education among others. Yet, they are still limited by the robots’ lack of team awareness—current robots in mixed-
initiative teams have at best a rudimentary understanding of the moment-by-moment team goals and the state of the task execution.

One way to improve their awareness of team and task states is to endow robots with Shared Mental Models (SMMs) which are known to be essential for high-performing human teams. In the human teaming case, the term “shared mental model” refers to the synchronized individual mental models of all team members which track goals and subgoals, team and task states, team member capabilities and activities, among others (e.g., [35]). Recent evidence from evaluations with robots using shared mental models indicate that in a team consisting of a human and multiple robots, SMMs can improve collaboration due to the shared understanding of the task environment, as measured in terms of enhanced task performance and team efficiency (e.g., Gervits et al. [19]).

However, shared mental models alone do not always improve the robots’ ability to support human activities. Purely reactive robots, for example, might have a good understanding of the overall team and task state, but require explicit human instructions to take any action, while proactive robots could use that information to perform actions to further task performance (e.g., to proactively move to an area where the robot will be needed next, or to remind a human teammate of a task that still needs to be completed)—there is initial evidence from research investigating collaborations between human and robots that proactive robot behavior can improve team performance (e.g., [2]). Moreover, proactive robots might be able to lower human cognitive load compared to reactive robots, e.g., if people know that the robot will remind them of tasks they need to perform and when instead of having to remember those tasks themselves and track the time. This would have beneficial effects on team performance by allowing otherwise overloaded humans to perform at more effective load levels.
Hence, the goal of this chapter is to empirically examine the extent to which proactive robot behavior can improve the performance of mixed-initiative human-robot teams above and lower human cognitive load, beyond what shared mental models are able to do when they reduce redundancy and increase information distribution in robots. Specifically, we will introduce algorithms for three different autonomous teaming behaviors—reactive, active and proactive—that operate in conjunction with SMMs on two robots within a scalable teaming setting. We will then describe the integration of the algorithms within a cognitive robotic architecture as well as the two autonomous robots it controls in a simulated Unity3D spaceship setting (see Fig. 1). We then report results from human subject evaluations that confirm our main hypotheses about the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms: that proactive robots with SMMs lead to better team performance and lower cognitive workload (as measured objectively by percentage change in pupil size) than reactive robots with SMMs on several team performance metrics.

2 Related Work

Teaming Behavior. One of the most important elements of a team is communication. The two main team communication methods [17] are reactive and proactive. Generally, a reactive teammate will only communicate when asked; a proactive teammate readily offers information and may also ask questions. A number of studies [15, 29, 41] have shown that effective teams exhibit proactive behavior. In human-robot teams, there is increasing evidence showing that humans prefer to work with proactive robots. Fong et al. [18] show how human-robot collaboration and dialogue improve multi-robot remote driving. Baraglia et al. [2] found that people collaborate best with a proactive robot on a joint preparation task. Cakmak et al. [3] show that in the context of table-top manipulation, proactive behavior yields the best collaboration results. On the other hand, Bhattacharjee et al. [6] show that in the context of robot-assisted feeding “more autonomy is not always better”. Cakmak et al. [11] show that people overall prefer the robot taking initiative, but also do not like feeling bombarded with questions. There is a wide range of proactive behaviors, and it is not always clear what level of proactivity is best. Effective communication between humans and robots often depends on the quality of questions asked. Cakmak et al.[12] explore how robots can ask good questions. Rosenthal et al. [33] measure how robot questions affect the accuracy of human responses. In addition to an agent effectively communicating, a good proactive teammate can independently make choices about the best way to achieve a goal. Zhang et al. [47] show that in a simulated urban search and rescue task, humans prefer an agent teammate which adapts to the human’s goals without them being explicitly communicated. Grosinger et al. [21] build a framework to allow agents to better choose their own goals and how to achieve them. We build upon this research on how to make the best robotic teammates, and design three different agent behaviors, each depicting different levels of proactivity when communicating with the human.
Shared Mental Models. A shared mental model [14] is a distributed knowledge structure that represents important aspects of the team and task states [36] and enables seamless communication by containing information for successful collaboration, like monitoring tasks, teammates and beliefs. Cohen et al. [13] define a team as “a set of agents having a shared objective and a shared mental state”. SMMs have been shown to significantly improve human-human collaboration ([16, 28, 42, 31, 14]). Inspired by the improvement in collaboration between humans, researchers have also shown an improvement in collaboration between humans and agents, like software agents [26, 46], and robots [20, 30, 32]. Specifically, Gervits et al. [19] show that shared mental models can improve collaboration in distributed human-robot interaction improving task performance and team efficiency. In this work, the agents are only reactive. This line of work focuses on the robots having a shared mental model for more effective dissemination of information. However, the robots did not utilize their information to proactively engage humans in task-based or time sensitive interactions. In creating our human-robot teams, we give our agents shared mental models. Since Gervits et al. [19] showed that shared mental models do indeed improve human-robot teams, we build upon their work and explore if proactivity on top of shared mental models also improves human-robot teams.

Cognitive Workload. Robust estimation of cognitive workload has been considered an essential part of developing collaborative human-robot teaming since human performance can be significantly impacted by cognitive workload (e.g., [24]). Numerous objective measurements have been proposed to predict cognitive workload during task performance based on different types of physiological signals including pupillometry, electroencephalography, arterial blood pressure, heart rate and blood pressure variability, respiration rate, or skin conductance (e.g., [5, 8, 23, 43, 27, 10]). Among those, pupillometry is the most suitable physiological signal given that eye gaze is simple to record, easy to process in comparison to other physiological signal types, and, most importantly, because it has been shown to be the best indicator of cognitive workload compared to all other signal types [1]. We follow [1] and use percentage change in pupil diameter (PCPS) for cognitive workload assessment as it provides more reliable outcomes compared to the raw pupil diameter and eliminates subject-based variations [1, 48].

3 Technical Approach

We extend the cognitive robotic architecture DIARC [37] by implementing event memory, three algorithms for different robot teaming behaviors including proactive behaviors, methods for initiation of dialogue, initiation of shared goals, further goal management behavior, autonomous reactivation, and an extension of the shared mental models from [19]. The robots use a “supervisory control” policy [4] in which their actions and behaviors are carried out independently, but the human can intervene at any point.
3.1 Team and task setting

We utilize a spaceship environment similar to Gervits et al. [19] in the Unity3D virtual reality (VR) environment with one human and two robot teammates. The simulation was developed to simulate a use case for human-robot teams in space via a collaborative intravehicular activity (IVA) with a mission and a maintenance task. The spaceship has three wings and a central area that contains the mapping console (see Fig. 2). There are a number of ways for a robot to achieve effective communication (e.g., spoken language, gaze, gestures). Given evidence of effective communication through spoken language [7, 40, 45] in human robot teams, we chose to use natural language as a communication mechanism.

A human subject is told that their “primary task” is to record geological information given verbally by an off-ship rover on a map in the ship’s central area. This is really a distractor task meant to increase the cognitive load of the participant. The rover reports data at preset times that are different across the trials. The human does not know the timing but must be at the central mapping console to mark the materials and landmarks given by the rover.

The subjects’ main task is to keep the spaceship operational. In each of the three wings, there is a central corridor with 24 power tubes that, over time, will begin to break down. Once a tube starts to malfunction, it needs to be repaired within 90 seconds or otherwise it will be permanently broken and not produce power. Human subjects can decide if and when to repair a malfunctioning tube by turning it off (which makes it decay more slowly) and tell robots to repair it (Fig. 6). Once repaired, human subjects must turn them back on to produce power. Critically, the “tube repair subtask” was specifically designed to be a joint activity that requires both human and robot to take actions, and neither human nor robot alone can repair broken tubes.

All robots share information with each robots through the SMM, patrolling the three wings for breaking tubes and acting on the information depending on their particular teaming behavior: reactive, active, and proactive which differ only with
respect to their communication with the human. Based on [21, 47] showing that the best teammates try to independently identify the team’s goal and take steps to achieve it, we designed all three robot configurations to be aware of the overall goal (“keep the spaceship operational”) and independently choose which area to patrol next, using information from their shared mental models. Two of the teaming behaviors (the active and proactive ones) share unsolicited information with the human.

1. **Reactive**: Reactive robots silently patrol, only giving information when prompted.
2. **Active**: Active robots readily offer information to the human teammates, being mindful of becoming a distraction.
3. **Proactive**: Proactive robots offer information to the human teammates and attempt to initiate shared tasks when the situation calls for it, reminding the human to perform necessary actions that humans have already been committed to, but not finished.

**Reactive** robots are based on the agent that uses SMMs from Gervits et al. [19] which autonomously patrols the spaceship, but does not communicate with the human unless prompted. The agents use their SMM to share their task states (i.e., the knowledge about operational and broken tubes as well as their internal goals) which allows them to patrol the spaceship more effectively [19], yet leaving it up to the human teammate to query them for information and prompting them to initiate tasks.

In addition to spaceship and robot state, robots use their SMM to keep track of what was communicated by whom and when. Using this information, active or proactive robots can decide when an event (or a reminder) should be communicated and do not needlessly pester the human teammate with information that is not new or newly relevant. This is an important design choice as literature suggests that human teammates dislike too much communication (e.g., [11]).

We thus designed the **active** behavior based on team compositions in a workplace environment [15, 29, 41]. An active teammate will not only perform tasks when told, but readily communicates with their team on collaborative goals while being mindful of their teammates workload [18]. To this end, the active robot does not just silently patrol the spaceship, but also provides its human teammate time-relevant information about their shared task.

The **proactive** behavior builds upon the active behavior. A proactive teammate goes above and beyond what they are asked to do, often bringing innovation and leadership to a team to get better results [3]. Therefore, in addition to readily offering relevant information (with care not to overwhelm the human), proactive robots also initiate shared tasks. We specifically designed the question to be a closed form “yes/no” question for ease of response, as also Cakmak et al. [12] showed that “yes/no” is a positive property of a question.

For example, in the active behavior, Robot1 patrols area $\alpha$ and finds a new breaking tube. It will immediately convey the information. If, 15 seconds later Robot2 patrols area $\alpha$ and observes the breaking tube, which will have degraded a bit, it will also see that the human partner was told about this tube 15 seconds ago and did not take action. Here, the robot assumes the human knows the tube is broken.
and adding more information would just be a distraction. However, if Robot2 went in 35 seconds later or the tube was close to fully breaking and becoming unusable, it would tell the human teammate again. In the proactive behavior, Robot1 and Robot2 would also ask the human if the human wanted them to repair the tube if the command was not already given. If the human responded “yes”, the robot would initiate the action, otherwise it would resume its patrol behavior.

Evaluation Architecture. We use the DIARC architecture [37] for shared mental models (SMMs), natural language understanding (NLU), natural language generation (NLG), task-based inferences, goal planning, and action selection. DIARC provides a modular architecture for implementing multi-robot systems with shared architectural components (see Fig. 3). We use the Robot Operating System (ROS) for path planning and navigation, and algorithms in the Unity3D game engine for visualization and object avoidance. We use virtual robot models of the PR2 robot by Willow Garage, such that our algorithms and architectures can be equally run on physical robots. We enhanced the NLG system to initiate a dialogue, implemented further goal managing behavior and autonomy activation, and added configuration and implementation functions.

Shared Mental Models. All robots independent of proactivity levels use an SMM to be able to track the most up-to-date information possible, based on [19] who showed that teams with SMMs perform better than teams without on quanti-
tative metrics. SMMs ensure that robots do operate on or communicate outdated information, e.g., allowing robots to more efficiently distribute themselves in the spaceship—since both robots are aware of the other’s current and past positions, they can better determine where they are most needed next. In the active and proactive cases, SMMs ensure that the human is not overwhelmed with information, as the robots know what information has already been communicated to the human. And finally, in the proactive case, SMMs form the basis that allows robots to coordinate their communication with the human, e.g., that at no point two robots will attempt to initiate the same task, thus reducing unnecessary communication and potentially reducing human workload and distraction. SMMs can thus make agents better teammates across two dimensions: (i) they can take more effective physical actions and (ii) they can become more effective communicators. In our implementation, when a robot queries its beliefs about the state of the world it also takes into account the other robot’s beliefs (Fig. 3 shows that both robots share the same belief component and the goal manager). The robots use their SMM to add any new information, including any observations they make on the state of the spaceship (e.g., “Tube Alpha Left Two is damaged at 42%”), any information communicated to the user (e.g., information about the most damaged tube in area Alpha being at 42%), any questions asked (e.g., if the human like to repair tube Alpha Left Two), any answers the human communicates (e.g., no), any commands the human gives (e.g., “repair tube Alpha Left Two”), and any responses the agents give. Each piece of information is stored with a timestamp, who created it, and (in case of a communication) who was talking to whom.

3.2 Robot autonomy and proactive behavior

The fundamental role of the robots in the spaceship is to patrol the wings and fix broken tubes for which they using AutonomyAction($R, pl$) (Algorithm 1) which is a continuous process, started once at the beginning of each trial, with the name of the robot $R$ and its proactiveness level $pl$ as inputs. First, a robot decides which area is in most need to be patrolled next. After patrolling the next area, the robot will store any discovered information in the SMM. The reactive robot does not communicate with the human and thus will choose the next area to patrol while the active and proactive robots will share the outcome of patrolling with the human, if the human has not been recently informed and store the communication. Whereas active robots will go to patrol the next area, proactive robots will ask their human teammate if the most damaged tube in the patrolled area should be repaired (if there is any). After the question resolves (Algorithm 3), proactive robots will move on to patrol the next area. We note that every time robots communicate with the human, the communication (and the possible human response) is stored, and so are communications initiated by the human.

AutonomyAction($R, pl$) uses several subroutines. Algorithm WhereNext($R$) takes as input the robot’s name $R$ and returns the wing to be patrolled next by
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Algorithm 1 AutonomyAction(R, pl)

1: nextArea = WhereNext(R)
2: wait for InTransit(nextArea, R) to complete
3: (damagedTubes, mdt, p) = PatrolArea(nextArea, R)
4: if pl is active or proactive then
5: if human has not been informed recently then
6: inform human of the number of damaged tubes and which tube is most broken
   
7: if pl is proactive then
8: ask whether to repair the most damaged tube (mdt)
9: if received YES answer then
10: repairTube(mdt, pl, R)
11: wait 2 seconds, then go to line 1.

R. The robots use the SMMs to pick the area that has not been patrolled the longest. Algorithm PatrolArea(nextLocation, R) (Algorithm 2) takes as input an area, updates the state of the tubes in it and aggregates information that is used in AutonomyAction(R, pl) to inform the human and/or initiate a repair action. Algorithm InTransit(location, R) takes robot R to the desired location, either an area or a tube.

Algorithm 2 PatrolArea(area, R)

1: R patrols area and identifies damagedTubes
2: R commits state of area to SMM
3: let mdt be the most damaged tube at percentage p
4: return (damagedTubes, mdt, p)

RepairTube(tube, pl, R) (Algorithm 3) is triggered when the robot is ordered to repair a tube by the human or initiates the action itself. It will first go to the tube in question to check its current state. If the tube is damaged, the robot will check that the tube is off as tubes are normally on and only the human can turn them off. If the tube was not turned off after ten seconds (which is an appropriate amount of time for the human to travel to the tube from other parts of the spaceship), the reactive and active robots will run AutonomyAction(A, pl) while the proactive robot will check whether the human was planning to turn the tube off and may wait again. In all cases, robots will repair damaged tubes that are turned off and resume AutonomyAction(A, pl), leaving when a tube becomes permanently broken.

4 Human Subject Evaluation

In order to evaluate the effects of the different robot behaviors on mixed-initiative human-robot teams, we ran a within-subjects evaluation study where each human participant was paired with two robots in the simulated environment in three differ-
Algorithm 3 RepairTube(tube, pl, R)

1: R waits for InTransit(tube, R) to complete
2: if tube is not damaged or tube is fully broken then
3: run Algorithm 1 // Repair tube fails
4: waitTime = 0
5: while tube not off and waitTime < 10 seconds do
6: query which tubes are off
7: waitTime+ = elapsedTime
8: if tube is not off then
9: if pl is reactive or active then
10: run Algorithm 1 // Repair tube fails
11: else
12: // pl is proactive
13: R asks if the human will turn the tube off
14: if received YES answer then
15: go to to line 2
16: else
17: run Algorithm 1 // Repair tube fails
18: repair tube, run Algorithm 1

ent randomly sequenced trials working with either two reactive, active, or proactive robots (both robots performed the main task, patrolling the spaceship and noting the broken tubes, but the way they communicated with the human changed based on the condition). Participants were not told about the different conditions, only that the robot behaviors may change between trials. Participants had two tasks: to collaborate with the robots on board and to record all coordinates of rock formations communicated by the remote rover on the map in the central area. As already mentioned, the goal of this latter “distractor task” was to add cognitive load throughout the experiment. The human participant wore an untethered Vive headset and interacted with their environment using the Vive controllers. An example video showing the different conditions can be found here: https://streamable.com/84x7bi.

4.1 Procedure

We recruited 28 participants from our University through posted flyers. 57% of our participants were female and 90% of our participants were aged 18-25. Of those 28, we removed 5 from our analysis (3 due to technical issues and the other 2 due to failure to participate in the distractor task in any of the trials). We gained approval for the study by our University’s Internal Review Board. Each participant gave informed consent and went through a guided tutorial, and then through three trials. Subjects were told the robot behaviors may change between trials. Each participant was compensated $20 per hour. Specifically, when the participants arrived, they were given the consent form. After reading it alone, a researcher went through the form with them. If they wished to proceed, they signed the form and were given an introduction to the task space. They were set up with the Vive headset and the eye
tracking was calibrated. There was a tutorial period, where the participant learned to operate the controllers, received some background information and was allowed to practice for as long as desired. In the tutorial, every participant completed both the distractor and the primary repair task. The experimenter ensured that each participant was aware of the tasks and how to perform each basic function. While the participant was in VR, we took behavioral notes, paying particular attention to how interactions with the robots differed between different behavior conditions, how stressed the participant seemed, and any failed attempts to complete the tasks. Additionally, we kept a screen capture, microphone recording, eye tracking, and event logs. After the participant was comfortable in the tutorial, we ensured they were feeling okay (e.g., did not have motion sickness from the VR environment) and were ready to move on. The appropriate robot behavior was loaded and the trial begun. Each trial lasted 7 minutes and was followed by a brief in-VR survey on their perception of the robot that typically lasted 3 minutes. After finishing the survey, we checked in to make sure the participant was still feeling okay. Many participants took a break at some point between trials due to eye fatigue or mild VR sickness. Eye tracking calibration was set up again after each break. After the final trial, we removed the VR headset and checked in again. After a couple moments to readjust, we took participants back to the initial room for a post survey which collected subjective data about the task, workload, and robot behaviors. Finally, we compensated the participant for their time.

Table 1 Results of our human behavioral study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Reactive</th>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Proactive</th>
<th>F-value</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>% Tubes Repaired</td>
<td>21.43 15.01</td>
<td>25.31 19.04</td>
<td>36.02 20.77</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>.0257*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Spaceship Power</td>
<td>27.04 15.26</td>
<td>33.13 17.21</td>
<td>41.35 20.89</td>
<td>3.68</td>
<td>.0304*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task Efficiency</td>
<td>183.11 13.81</td>
<td>177.68 19.28</td>
<td>161.83 28.96</td>
<td>6.02</td>
<td>.0039*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective Workload</td>
<td>6.67 10.10</td>
<td>1.77 9.40</td>
<td>1.59 11.20</td>
<td>23.6 &lt; .0001*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA-TLX: Workload</td>
<td>4.36 0.65</td>
<td>4.57 0.76</td>
<td>4.22 0.73</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>.2386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TWLO: Team Workload</td>
<td>6.93 1.41</td>
<td>7.14 1.24</td>
<td>6.76 1.56</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>.6569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SART: Situational Awareness</td>
<td>4.89 0.93</td>
<td>4.84 0.96</td>
<td>4.85 0.90</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>.9784</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Measures and Hypothesis

Overall we expected that robot proactivity with SMMs would improve performance of human-robot teams and lower human cognitive load beyond what SMMs are able to do alone, and we further hypothesized that the most significant differences would be between the reactive and proactive conditions, with potentially no significant difference between the active and proactive conditions.

For objective performance measures, we used percent of tubes repaired and final spaceship power. We measured the task efficiency of the participants by computing the average time to repair a tube (in case a tube was never repaired, we defaulted to 200 seconds which is approximately the maximum repair time). We also used
moment-to-moment percent changes in pupil size (PCPS) as an objective measure of cognitive load throughout the experiment. Finally, we also used subjective measures of individual workload (NASA-TLX) [22], team workload (TWLQ) [38] and Situational Awareness (SA) [44] which participants provided at the end of the experiment.

**H1:** Task Performance. We hypothesized that participants would perform better on the tube repair subtask as the robots’ proactivity levels increased, with reactive robots exhibiting the worst task performance and the proactive robots the best. Thus, we predicted that the percent of tubes repaired and the final spaceship power would improve as robots become more proactive.

**H2:** Task Efficiency. We hypothesized that participants would have an increased task efficiency, i.e., the speed at which they perform tasks and address issues, in teams with proactive agents. In the active and proactive cases, robots inform human teammates of issues needing attention, which should allow humans to address those issues sooner. Additionally, we hypothesized that in the proactive case, the robot offering to start the task should improve the efficiency. Therefore, we predicted that the task completion efficiency would improve with increased robot proactivity.

**H3:** Workload. We collected pupillometry signals from 15 subjects (for whom usable data was available for all three experimental trials, for 8 data was only partial) during the whole experiment at a sampling frequency of 120 Hz and applied the three-step pre-processing described in [1] to calculate PCPS (instead of using the pupil diameter itself to reduce the subject-based variations, see [48]) for the prediction of cognitive workload. We hypothesized that the task load imposed on humans by the multi-tasking paradigm would be reflected in high cognitive workload and that proactive robot behavior would be able reduce it.

Since it is more challenging to evaluate subjective assessments due to ordinal scaling used in subjective surveys [25], we also hypothesized that subjective workload measures might show different results due to the overall high task load, e.g., because participants might subjectively experience workload differently, or because they
might not be able to accurately compare their workload across the three different conditions and differentiate them.

**H1**: Situational Awareness. Since robots guide the maintenance task, we worried that humans might be less aware of the state of the ship as a whole the more proactive a robot gets, thereby potentially decreasing situational awareness as proactivity increases.

## 5 Results

We performed several one-way ANOVAs together with Tukey HSD tests on the above performance measures to determine whether the data supported our hypotheses. In all one-way ANOVAs, the independent variable was the robot behavioral condition. See Table 1.

### Supported H1: Task Performance.

We found that the percent of tubes repaired was higher as the robots’ proactivity increased ($F = 3.87, p = .0257, \eta^2 = .10$). Using Tukey’s HSD test, we found that there was no statistically significant difference between the reactive and active behaviors ($p = .73$) or the active and proactive behaviors ($p = .12$). However, the difference between reactive and proactive behaviors was significant ($p = .024$). We plot the % of tubes repaired metric in Fig. 4. We found that the final spaceship power was higher as the robots’ proactivity increased ($F = 3.68, p = .0304, \eta^2 = .10$). Using Tukey’s HSD test, we found no significant difference between the reactive and active behaviors ($p = .48$) or the active and proactive behaviors ($p = .27$), but again a significant difference between the reactive and proactive behaviors ($p = .023$). Our results support H1, i.e., teams with proactive agents achieve better task performance than ones with reactive agents.

### Supported H2: Task Efficiency.

The task efficiency significantly improved when the agents were proactive ($F = 6.02, p = .0039, \eta^2 = .15$). Tukey’s HSD test showed no significant difference between the reactive and active behaviors ($p = .65$), but there was a statistical significance between the active and proactive behaviors ($p = .04$) and the reactive and proactive behaviors ($p = .0039$). We plot the task efficiency metric in Fig. 4. Our results thus support H2, i.e., teams of humans and proactive agents achieve the best task efficiency compared to teams with reactive or active agents.

### Supported H3: Workload.

Objective workload was significantly improved when agents were more proactive ($F = 23.6, p < .0001, \eta^2 = .05$). A Tukey’s HSD test showed significant differences between reactive and active ($p < .0001$) and reactive and proactive ($p < .0001$), but no significant difference between active and proactive behaviors ($p = .974$). Fig. 5 illustrates an example violin plot captured from one subject and indicates the change in the PCPS for three robot behavior conditions which demonstrates the robustness of the PCPS in assessing different workload levels. We did not find any significant effect on the participants’ subjective workload assessments, i.e., the NASA-TLX showed little difference across conditions ($F = 1.46, p = .23, \eta^2 = .04$), and the team workload metric (TWLQ) also did not...
show a significant effect across different conditions ($F = .42, p = .65, \eta^2 = .012$), supporting our suspicion that subjective workload measures might diverge from the objective ones, supporting $H_3$.

**Not supported $H_4$: Situational Awareness.** There is no statistical significance on the situational awareness metric across conditions ($F = .02, p = .978, \eta^2 = .0006$). It appears that the situational awareness of the participants is not affected by the different conditions. Thus, the results do not provide evidence for $H_4$ that proactive robot behaviors decrease human situational awareness.

**Additional analyses.** We performed additional analyses to ensure that the additional communications by proactive robot did not affect the above results because proactive robots to spend more time communicating, which increases their response time (since all robots will first finish their utterance before answering a question or responding to a human command), compared to reactive robots which can respond faster. Additional ANCOVAs analyses with “response time” as a covariate (defined as the interval from the time of a human speaking compared to the time of a robot responding) on the task performance measures showed that the performance results are still significant, even after accounting for the robot response times (Table 2). Specifically, for the % of tubes repaired ($p = .022$), for the final spaceship ($p = .025$) and for the task efficiency ($p = .003$). Thus, it was indeed the robot behaviors that were responsible for the performance effects as opposed to the response times.

![Fig. 5](image.png)

Fig. 5 An example violin plot from one subject showing the differences in workload as measured by PCPS for the three robot behavior conditions.

**Participant Feedback.** We can only briefly report on some of the written and oral feedback we received. Based on the post survey, 67% of the participants thought of the robots as “teammates”, as opposed to “subordinates” or “supervisors”, in at least one of their trials, but tended to only think the robots communicated well in the proactive case (50% vs 30% for the other trials and 18% for never communicating well). A participant after the proactive trial, which was not their first trial said “It was much easier. The robots thought for themselves so I didn’t have to instruct as much.”. Participants’ quotes suggest that they appreciated more proactive teammates. They
Table 2 Ancova on Conditions of Behaviors vs Response Time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>P-unc</th>
<th>Np2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Task Efficiency</td>
<td>Behavior</td>
<td>6.2803</td>
<td>.0032*</td>
<td>.1619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Response Time</td>
<td>0.9010</td>
<td>.3460</td>
<td>.0136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Tubes Repaired</td>
<td>Behavior</td>
<td>4.0424</td>
<td>.0221*</td>
<td>.1106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Response Time</td>
<td>0.6875</td>
<td>.4100</td>
<td>.0104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Spaceship Power</td>
<td>Behavior</td>
<td>3.8826</td>
<td>.0255*</td>
<td>.1067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Response Time</td>
<td>0.9720</td>
<td>.3278</td>
<td>.0147</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

also reported finding robots more helpful as proactivity increased, participants on the post survey, with half of the participants liking the proactive robot behavior best. One participant noted “The robots were thinking for themselves and being proactive towards addressing the damage.” The participants’ preference for proactive behavior was sometimes exhibited verbally during their proactive trial with one participant mentioning “These robots are helping me out this time and I really appreciate that.”.

The post survey also asked participants whether their views on robots changed after participating in our study. One participant wrote “There’s definitely room for humans and robots to work together to advance human goals.”.

6 Discussion and Future Work

Overall, there experimental evaluation demonstrated for the first time that proactive robot behaviors paired with shared mental models on robots can significantly improve the performance of mixed-initiative human-robot teams and lower human cognitive workload compared to robots with just shared mental models.

**Proactive robots with SMMs increase task performance.** We found improvement in our main task performance metrics: percent of tubes repaired and final spaceship power. A person could always tell if a tube was broken, but only through a robot could they tell exactly how much the tube was broken. This means that in the active and proactive cases, the human teammate could prioritize their tasks. However, based on our data, only the proactive case actually made a statistically significant difference to our task performance metrics. Our results show that volunteering information to the human does not suffice to improve teamwork. Robots need to actively take responsibility in shared tasks to be better teammates and achieve more effective teams.

All robots patrol the spaceship and record information about damaged tubes but the reactive agent does not offer any information voluntarily. Rather, human teammates have to ask the robot in order to get any information about broken tubes (or patrol the spaceship) and then they have to select a damaged tube in need of repair and ask the robot to go repair it. An active (or proactive) robot, in addition to
patrolling, will inform the human about any damaged tubes, and which is the most
damaged one, before leaving a spaceship wing. This behavior relieves the human
from the burden of having to figure out which tubes are damaged on their own.
Additionally, the proactive agent, will ask the human if the tube should be repaired.
The combination of the human not needing to determine which tube to be repair
and being relieved from some decision-making, allows the proactive human-robot
team to repair more tubes and thus perform better than the reactive human-robot
team. Interestingly, we found that there is no significant difference in performance
of the reactive versus active agents, or the performance of the active versus proactive
agents. This leads us to believe that just informing the human or just initiating tasks
alone does not suffice to make an impact on task performance but it is the conjunction
of both behaviors that is more effective.

Future work. Future work could examine if a robot which initiate tasks without
provide relevant information prior to initiation would fare significantly better than the
reactive robot, and whether this robot’s behavior would affect situational awareness. It
would also be interesting to investigate the limits of proactivity, i.e., when robots that
talk too much block humans from completing other tasks that require communication
because humans can only process one conversation at a time [9].

Proactive robots with SMMs improve task efficiency. Proactive robots improve
the task efficiency over reactive robots. Additionally, teams with proactive robots
perform significantly better than teams with active robots. Proactive robots both
inform the human of damaged tubes, but also initiate the task of fixing them. The
salient difference between active and proactive robots is this task initiation. Our
results show that the simple act of initiating a task, without changing any of the
steps, had a positive impact on team efficiency. For example, the active robot will
inform the human of how many tubes are breaking in a specific area, and how broken
the most damaged tube is. Human teammates then needs to determine if the robot
should repair it. Then, they have to remember which tube was broken and decide
which robot to ask to repair the tube. If it is the robot that reported the broken tube,
while it might have waited a bit for a human command to repair it, by the time it gets
the command it might already be on its way to patrol a different wing. In contrast,
the proactive robot will ask the human specifically if it should repair the particular
tube and wait for a response. The human only needs to respond “yes” or “no”. In case
of a positive response, the robot will go to the tube and wait for it to be turned off by
the human. We believe that making initiating a tube repair task easier in addition to
the robot not leaving the area, significantly contributed to team efficiency.

Future work. While our results indicate that more proactive agents lower objective
workload, further research could attempt to better classify what level of proactivity
is best for different settings. For example, in our case, the distractor task required the
humans to add a symbol on a map in a specific place on the spaceship. If, instead, the
human had a more involved and time-sensitive task, like mixing sensitive chemical
compounds, then a less distracting level of proactivity might be more appropriate.

Proactive robots with SMMs reduce objective workload. As hypothesized,
objective workload was significantly reduced with proactive robots as measured in
terms of PCPS which has been recently shown to be one of the most effective ob-
jective workload measures (e.g., [1]). Importantly, this was the case even for only 20 random samples taken from over 40,000 pupil size measurements recorded in each trial (higher sample numbers only increase the significance of the results), thus helping teammates to maintain a high level of performance even in stressful environments [39]. Interestingly, as we considered possible, subjective workload measures did not show a significant difference between conditions, likely because the subjective experience of an overall highly stressful and difficult task did not allow subjects to distinguish their different cognitive states in retrospect. This is important going forward for teaming studies as subjective workload assessments, as they are often used in HRI studies, are not adept at distinguishing moment-by-moment cognitive effort. Yet, it is this moment-by-moment cognitive load that is an important determinant of human performance, human errors and can be the source of errors and performance decrease when not kept within optimal levels.

Future work. We focused on a high cognitive load environment with a distractor task. Future work could investigate the extent to proactive behavior is able to reduce cognitive load as a function of task load, thus helping to quantify when proactive behaviors cease to confer cognitive load benefits to humans.

Proactive robots with SMMs do not seem to negatively affect situational awareness. We were initially worried that robots taking initiative would lead humans to pay less attention to the state of the spaceship and thus the overall task state, lowering their situational awareness. However, levels of human situational awareness were similar across trials, suggesting that humans overall remained informed about the task state even with proactive robots.

Future work. Future studies could develop paradigms for online probing of SA during task performance to determine the extent to which proactivity might have an impact on it.

Shared Mental Models and Proactivity. We know based on past published work (e.g., [19]) that SMMs improve performance in mixed-initiative human-robot teams because SMMs allow the robots to be aware of each other’s actions, dialogue, and knowledge and thus prevent them from overloading human teammates with communication of redundant or outdated information, which can lead to information fatigue, loss of trust [34], and cause the human to ignore their teammates. Moreover, SMMs allow robots to coordinate their actions better (e.g., distributing themselves more effectively in our spaceship setting as opposed to robots without SMMs who may end up moving to the same area, and then informing the human of the same information, which leads to lost time and two agents effectively doing the work of one.

We also know that based on past published work (e.g., [2]) that proactive robot behavior improves performance, and in this study we showed for the first time that proactive robot behavior paired with SMMs can further improve the performance of mixed-initiative teams over robots just SMMs.

Future work. It would be interesting to perform additional studies to determine how well teams with any of our three robots behaviors would perform without SMMs as an additional yard stick for the utility of SMMs. Future studies could also test even more proactive behaviors, e.g., for the robot to take on more of the decision-
Fig. 6 Human-robot team repairing a tube (human perspective), also shown in https://streamable.com/84x7bi.

making process, only asking the human to turn on/off certain tubes, allowing them to better focus on their main (or in our case distractor) task, to determine the limits of proactive behavior (before robots essentially end up doing all the work).

7 Conclusion

We demonstrated for the first time that mixed-initiative human-robot teams where fully autonomous natural language enabled robots use shared mental models and proactive behaviors to support their human teammate perform significantly better than robots with just shared mental models without proactivity. Specifically, we developed several methods for proactive robot behavior in teaming contexts and integrated them into a cognitive robotic architecture which was used to control two fully autonomous PR2 robots. The utility of the developed algorithms was evaluated in human subject virtual reality study in the Unity3D environment in a complex high cognitive load team task. The results showed that more proactive behaviors lead to better objective team performance and to objective reduction in human cognitive workload without negatively affecting human situational awareness. This is an important result contributing evidence to the growing literature on human-robot teaming in HRI that more autonomous, more task and human-aware robots will make overall better teammates and significantly improve the performance of mixed-initiative human-robot teams.
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